
M2Moms® Urges Victims of PPD to Volunteer
for UNC Study Of Postpartum Depression
Called “Mom Genes”

Dr. Samantha Meltzer-Brody, Chair UNC Department

of Psychiatry

PPD Affects 1 in 7 Moms, Is #1 Cause Of

Maternal Mortality From Suicide

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, June 2, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- M2Moms®-The

Constant Conference the 24/7 online

executive learning resource dedicated

to helping marketers deliver better

results with today’s moms and families

has reached out to its universe of

marketing executives to support The

University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill (UNC) Mom Genes Fight PPD

research study. According to Nan

McCann, founding producer of

M2Moms®,” UNC is asking 100,000

moms to join a national postpartum

depression study. Postpartum

depression (PPD) is the No. 1 cause of

maternal mortality from suicide. It can

have a range of dangerous

consequences and is widespread, affecting one in seven mothers. Yet, symptoms don’t need to

be life-threatening to be serious. Feeling down, sad or broken, emotionally detached, highly

anxious, or doubting one’s ability to mother one’s child are all signs of PPD that require help.”

McCann added, “UNC wants to combat this silent threat. In a new video, they are asking 100,000

moms who currently have or have had PPD symptoms in the past to participate in the Mom

Genes Fight PPD research study. The campaign works to identify a genetic marker that may

explain why some women get PPD and others don’t.”

“Postpartum depression is a very common medical complication of childbirth that can be

devastating; but far too often goes undiagnosed or inadequately treated,” said Dr. Samantha

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.m2moms.com/
https://www.m2moms.com/
https://www.m2moms.com/
https://www.m2moms.com/
https://www.momgenesfightppd.org/
https://youtu.be/_9uBzFuz_ug


Mom Genes Fight PPD

Meltzer-Brody, one of the study’s co-

principal investigators, chair of the UNC

Department of Psychiatry and director of

the UNC Center for Women's Mood

Disorders. 

Dr. Meltzer-Brody continued, “The Mom

Genes Fight PPD research study examines

why some women are at greater risk for

PPD than others by examining their

genetic signature or ‘mom-genes.’ We

want to change how we detect mothers

who are suffering in silence. Eventually,

our goal is to help find a cure and identify

ways to prevent PPD, and improve

treatment outcomes.”

Calling All Moms

The Mom Genes Fight PPD study isn’t just

for new moms, but for all mothers

whether their child is a newborn or 50

years old. It asks these women who’ve had PPD symptoms in the past or present to see if they

qualify for the research.

How to Participate

We want to change how we

detect mothers who are

suffering in silence.

Eventually, our goal is to

help find a cure and identify

ways to prevent PPD, and

improve treatment

outcomes.”

Dr. Samantha Meltzer-Brody,

Chair UNC Department of

Psychiatry

Women can visit  www.MomGenesFightPPD.org to

download an app to see if they are eligible by taking a brief

and validated clinical assessment on it. Women who meet

the study inclusion criteria and consent to participate are

mailed a spit kit to provide a saliva sample. Paid postage is

included, making it even easier to help.

Celebrities & Women Inspiring Women 

From PPD support groups to mom-influencers to celebs

like Alanis Morissette and Catherine Reitman of the Netflix

show Workin’ Moms, women across the country are

sharing their important reasons for joining the research

study by using #MomGenes. The personal stories also help

destigmatize the disease, showing those who are suffering

that they are not alone.

Creation and promotion of the campaign, Mom Genes Fight PPD, is a pro bono effort by

http://www.MomGenesFightPPD.org


WONGDOODY, an award-winning creative agency and human experience company. For more

information about the research study, visit the website, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.

About Mom Genes Fight PPD

Mom Genes Fight PPD is a global collaboration between UNC researchers and an international

group of academic clinicians and scientists committed to understanding the interaction of genes

and the environment — aimed at predicting which women are at risk for PPD. By August 2020,

UNC has a goal of getting 100,000 mothers to participate in the study.

About WONGDOODY

WONGDOODY is a creative firm and human experience company internationally recognized for

branding, retail, and consumer insights. By observing human behavior, analyzing data, and

leveraging its agile-insights platform, WONGDOODY builds and evolves experiences as markets

and consumers change. 

The company has offices in New York, Seattle and Los Angeles. Clients include Amazon, Cisco,

adidas, Honda, and a wide range of Fortune 500 companies.  WONGDOODY is frequently voted

as a “Best Place to Work”, and has more than 50 percent of its leadership positions held by

women.  

CONTACT: WONGDOODY, Andrea Wedderburn, andrea.wedderburn@wongdoody.com,

206.694.2131 

M2Moms® Sponsors:

AARP, Healthline Parenthood, GfK, FlashLight Insights, Marketing to Mums, Paramount Market

Publishing, Pepper Miller Group, Snippies, Springboard Global Enterprises and Bittner

Movement. 

About M2Moms® To learn more:  www.M2Moms.com  or nan@pme-events.com  M2Moms® is

produced by PME® Enterprises LLC.

Nan McCann

PME Enterprises LLC

nan@pme-events.com
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